As members of the Writers Guild of America, East, we are proud to stand with our comrades on the staff of the Committee to Protect Journalists in their demand for a fair contract.

The WGA East and CPJ share an institutional commitment to advocating for the safety, security, and freedom of writers. We therefore urge CPJ management to reinforce that commitment by agreeing to a union contract which:

- fosters a more diverse, equitable, and sustainable workplace through increased salary minimums and fair across-the-board pay increases; and

- demonstrates CPJ’s recognition of—and investment in—their staff’s work by codifying the organization’s health and retirement benefits in the contract.

After a year of negotiations, it’s time for a contract at the Committee to Protect Journalists.

In solidarity and support,

Megan Abbott (THE DEUCE, DARE ME)

Doug Abeles (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE; BUNK; WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE; EXPLORER TALK SHOW)

Laura Adamczyk (THE AV CLUB/THE ONION)

Carlin Adelson (CUDDLING WITH CARLIN)

Jonathan Adler (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON)

Marisol Adler (FALLING WATER)

Nick Adrian (OPTOMEN)

Subhah Agarwal (THE JIM JEFFRIES SHOW)

Rory Albanese (THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART; THE NIGHTLY SHOW WITH LARRY WILMORE)

Jan Albert (CBS NEWS; NBC NEWS; ABC NEWS)

Kathleen Alcott (AMERICA WAS HARD TO FIND)

Georgianna Aldaco (MIRACLE WORKERS)

Nathan Alexander (VALKYRIE)
Shant Alexander (VOX MEDIA)
Kristin Alexandre (DEAD RECKONING; GREY LADY)
Ozzie Alfonso (3-2-1 CONTACT; AMIGOS)
Leo Allen (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE; NATHAN FOR YOU; IT’S PERSONAL WITH AMY HOGGART)
Shelly Altman (ONE LIFE TO LIVE; THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS; GENERAL HOSPITAL)
Rafael Alvarez (THE WIRE; BLACK DONNELYS; LIFE)
Jason Alvino (ITSY BITSY)
Angela Amato Velez (THIRD WATCH; SOUTHLAND; THE GOOD WIFE)
Addison Anderson (TOONING OUT THE NEWS)
Eric Anderson
Eva Aridjis (NARCOS)
Collin Armstrong (FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH AMERICAN MONSTERS)
James Arntz (GREAT PERFORMANCES; AMERICAN MASTERS)
Eric Aronson (ON THE LINE; MORTDECAI)
David Auburn (PROOF; THE LAKE HOUSE; THE GIRL IN THE PARK)
Benjamin August (REMEMBER; CLASS RANK)
Kevin Avery (TOTALLY BIASED WITH KAMAU BELL; LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER; THE JIM JEFFERIES SHOW)
Alex Bacon (WABC)
Russell Banks (AFFLICTION; ON THE ROAD; RULE OF THE BONES)
Tanya Barfield (THE ONE PERCENT; THE AMERICANS)
Tim Barnes (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON; ALL THAT)
Geri Barrath (CBS NEWS)
Christopher Barry (ABC NEWS)
Kristen Bartlett (FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE)
Terrence Bauer (WBBM)
Jeff Baumgardner (THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH; THE OPPOSITION WITH JORDAN KLEPPER)

Wayne Beach (MURDER AT 1600; THE ART OF WAR; SLOW BURN)

Nika Beamon (ABC NEWS)

Henry Bean (INTERNAL AFFAIRS; THE BELIEVER; THE OA)

Tom Bean (LANDLINE; PLIMPTON! STARRING GEORGE PLIMPTON AS HIMSELF)

Anne Beatts (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE)

Bridget Bedard (MAD MEN; MEN OF A CERTAIN AGE; TRANSPARENT)

Chris Belair (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON; SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE; LATE SHOW WITH DAVID LETTERMAN)

Karen Bender (THE ALIENIST)

Aaron Bergeron (UNTITLED JEFF GOLDBLUM PROJECT)

Andrew Bergman (THE IN-LAWS; BLAZING SADDLES; THE FRESHMAN)

Richard Bergman

Brooke Berman (THREE WISHES)

Joshua Bernhard (PIONEER ONE)

Hilary Bettis (THE AMERICANS)

Flora Birnbaum (RUSSIAN DOLL)

Nicholas Blaemire (UNTITLED LOVE STORY)

Katja Blichfeld (HIGH MAINTENANCE)

Amy Bloom (STATE OF MIND; NIP/TUCK)

Lori Bores (ABC NEWS)

Joanna Bradley (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE)

Kyle Bradstreet (THE PHILANTHROPIST; COPPER; MR. ROBOT; BERLIN STATION)

George Brant (GROUNDED)

Taffy Brodesser-Akner (UNTITLED ERIC HITES PROJECT)
Adam Brooks (PRACTICAL MAGIC; WIMBLEDON; DEFINITELY MAYBE; MOZART IN THE JUNGLE; IMPOSTERS; THE GOOD COP)

Michael Brumm (THE COLBERT REPORT; LATE SHOW WITH STEPHEN COLBERT)

Taheim Bryan (EQUAL STANDARD)

Michael Burke (ADAM)

Jim Burnstein (LOVE AND HONOR)

Oliver Butler (BUST)

Laura Cantu-Samuel (SESAME WORKSHOP; NOT TOO LATE SHOW)

Justin Cappa (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON)

Kimberly Caramele (INSIDE AMY SCHUMER; MOTHER DAUGHTER ADVENTURE; BARBIE)

Michael Caravella (HUFFPOST)

Emma Carmichael (WYATT CENAC'S PROBLEM AREAS)

Aaron Carter (ALL RISE)

Stinson Carter (IN THE BLOODE)

Tim Carvell (THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART; LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER)

Jerilyn Cascino (WBBM)

Anna Cascio (ONE LIFE TO LIVE; AS THE WORLD TURNS; GENERAL HOSPITAL)

Tom Casiello (DAYS OF OUR LIVES; THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS)

Jean-Christophe Castelli (BILLY LYNN’S LONG HALF TIME WALK)

Laura María Censabella (AS THE WORLD TURNS; PARADISE; WOMEN BREAKING THE RULES)

Christine Cestaro (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON)

Stu Chamberlain (ABC NEWS)

Cristine Chambers (BOARDWALK EMPIRE; MARVEL'S IRON FIST; RIVERDALE)

John Chaneski (WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE; THE MILLION SECOND QUIZ; PAID OFF WITH MICHAEL TORPEY)
Stephen Chbosky (JERICHO; THE PERKS OF BEING A WALLFLOWER; BEAUTY AND THE BEAST; WONDER; RENT)

Karen Chee (LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)

Austin Chick (XX/XY; AUGUST; GIRLS AGAINST BOYS)

Saurin Choksi (SESAME WORKSHOP WRITER’S ROOM; AFTER AFTER PARTY; WHITE GUY TALK SHOW)

Scott Christ (VOX MEDIA)

Amy Chu (DOTA2)

John Ciapciak (BLUE BLOODS)

Susan Cinoman (THE GOLDBERGS)

Stanley Clay (A LUV TALE: THE SERIES)

David Cohen (LIVING SINGLE; PEE-WEE’S PLAYHOUSE; ALF)

Joanna Cohen (ALL MY CHILDREN; GENERAL HOSPITAL; THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS; DAYS OF OUR LIVES)

Robert Cohen (LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT)

Amanda Cole (DESTINED TO BE INGESTED; THE PRIMALITY OF ONE; HIGH FALLS)

Brandon Cole (ILLUMINATA; MAC; PETE SMALLS IS DEAD)

Geri Cole (SESAME STREET)

JaQuavis Coleman

Rocky Collins (NOVA)

Leon Colvin (WBBM)

Summer Concepcion (TALKING POINTS MEMO)

Daniel Conner (LION TV)

Deborah Copaken (YOUNGER; EMILY IN PARIS; MODERN LOVE)

Pamela Corkey (THE EXPANDING UNIVERSE OF ASHLEY GARCIA)

Jorge Corona (G/O MEDIA)

Robert Corujo (CBS NEWS)
Steve Coulter (TYLER PERRY’S HOUSE OF PAYNE; MEET THE BROWNS)

Christina Covino (THE COMMISH)

Lucinda Coxon (THE DANISH GIRL; THE LITTLE STRANGER)

Sean Crespo (FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE)

Laura Cunningham (JAMES BEARD FOOD AWARDS)

Luke Cunningham (LATE NIGHT WITH JIMMY FALLON; THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON)

Neil Cuthbert (HOCUS POCUS; MYSTERY MEN)

Serena da Conceicao (THE LINE)

Sinead Daly (THE GET DOWN)

Geoffrey Dankert (WBBM)

Stephani De Luca (THE DEUCE)

Josh Dean (UNTITLED K-129 PROJECT)

Veronica Del Gatto (THE ROOT)

Andrew Delaplaine

Eneida DelValle

John DeMatteis (GUIDING LIGHT; ALL MY CHILDREN; AS THE WORLD TURNS)

Sixx Desjardins

Lydia Diamond (THE AFFAIR)

Julie DiCaro (DEADSPIN)

Benjamin Dickinson (CREATIVE CONTROL; FIRST WINTER)

Matthew Dixon

Kathy Dobie (LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT)

Timothy Dolan (MONSTER MUTT; TRAILER PARK OF TERROR)

Christopher Dominguez (G/O MEDIA)

Lauren Domino (BREWSTER’S MILLIONS)
Jeannine Dominy (DANGEROUS BEAUTY)

Bryan Donaldson (LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)

Bash Doran (BEST WEEK EVER; BOARDWALK EMPIRE; SMASH; MASTERS OF SEX; PRODIGY; DEMIMONDE; JERUSALEM)

Nick Douglas (G/O MEDIA)

Haley Doyle (CITY ON A HILL)

Tony Drazan (DREAM STREET; ZEBRAHEAD)

Nicole Drespel (FIRST WIVES CLUB; THE CHRIS GETHARD SHOW; WET HOT AMERICAN SUMMER)

John Driver

Eric Drysdale (THE COLBERT REPORT; THE LATE SHOW WITH STEPHEN COLBERT; FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE)

Madeline Ducharme (SLATE)

Turney Duff (ACROSS THE AISLE)

Cirocco Dunlap (RUSSIAN DOLL; LATE NIGHT WITH JIMMY FALLON; MAN SEEKING WOMAN)

Sean Durkin (MARTHA MARCY MAY MARLENE)

Eric Eason (A BETTER LIFE; MANITO)

Laura Eason (HOUSE OF CARDS)

Sonhara Eastman (HOUSE OF PAYNE)

Ezra Edelman (OJ: MADE IN AMERICA; THE BALLAD OF RICHARD JEWELL)

Evan Eisenberg

Kristin Ellingson (NASCAR; BURDEN; GALA & GODFREY)

Trey Ellis (KING IN THE WILDERNESS; TRUE JUSTICE: BRYAN STEVENSON'S FIGHT FOR EQUALITY; TUSKEGEE AIRMEN)

Dina Elshinawi (VICE MEDIA)

Amy Engelberg (CLUELESS; LIZZIE MCGUIRE; SONNY WITH A CHANCE; DROP DEAD DIVA; FULLER HOUSE; DAYTIME DIVAS)
Brant Englestein (LAW & ORDER: CRIMINAL INTENT; THE PHILANTHROPIST; COPPER; BORGIA; MARVEL’S AGENT CARTER; HAVANA RED)

Caroline Eppright (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON)

David Epstein (FLATBUSH; PALOOKAVILLE)

Mathan Erhardt (FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE)

Kate Erickson (MR. ROBOT; SEE; FEAR THE WALKING DEAD; COPPER)

Jeffrey Ernstoff (RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL’S GRAND RE-OPENING GALA)

Annie Evans (SESAME STREET)

Charles Evered (MONK; ADOPT A SAILOR)

Claire Favret (G/O MEDIA)

Benjamin Feldman (POLISH RED)

Nathan Fernald (THE PETE HOLMES SHOW; THE LATE LATE SHOW WITH JAMES CORDEN)

Ed Ferrara (WEIRD SCIENCE; HONEY, I SHRUNK THE KIDS)

Joshua Ferris (TELL EVERYONE; SPRING BROKE)

Jeff Feuerstein (PROFESSOR PASGHETTI)

Susan Finley (THE FIRST TIME)

Brendan Fitzgibbon (BLIND DATE; ALTERNATINO WITH ARTURO CASTRO; CELEBS HAVE ISSUES)

Vincent Floress (WBBM)

Kaitlin Fontana (BLACK AND WHITE; FRANCHESCA)

Tom Fontana (CITY ON A HILL; HOMICIDE; OZ; BORGIA; COPPER)

Stefan Forbes (SIEGE; FLY ME)

Duncan Forster (LINKED; THE EVIL TENANT; THE HOLLYWOOD JUDGE)

John Fox (HERITAGE: CIVILIZATION AND THE JEWS)

Zev Frank (PATRIOT)

Caroline Franz (AS THE WORLD TURNS; ANOTHER WORLD; ALL MY CHILDREN)

Jonathan Franzen (PURITY)
Travon Free (THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART; THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH; FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE)

RJ Fried (TOONING OUT THE NEWS; OUR CARTOON PRESIDENT; LATE SHOW WITH DAVID LETTERMAN)

Lewis Friedman (BASEKETBALL; THE COMEDIAN; FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE)

Neil Gaiman (ETERNALS; LUCIFER; AMERICAN GODS)

Mary Gallagher (THE PASSION OF AYN RAND; NOBODY’S CHILD; BONDS OF LOVE)

Crys Garrett (MY PARENTS, MY SISTER AND ME)

Barbara Garshman (GUIDING LIGHT)

Gary Gasgarth

Lauren Gautier (BLUE BLOODS)

Marin Gazzaniga (ONE LIFE TO LIVE; THE LINE)

Michael Genet (SHE HATE ME; TALK TO ME)

Sal Gentile (LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)

Lisa Gentry (BIG PUN THE BIOPIC)

Tony Gerber (KINGDOM OF THE WHITE WOLF; WE WILL RISE; THE NOTORIOUS MR. BOUT)

Chris Gethard (THE CHRIS GETHARD SHOW)

Peter Gethers (WORKING IT OUT; Kate & Allie)

Tom Gianas (HUMAN GIANT; PRETEND TIME)

Marta Gibbons (PBS)

Charlotte Gibson-Bauer (GENERAL HOSPITAL)

David Gilbert (JOSHUA)

Tony Gilroy (BOURNE FRANCHISE; MICHAEL CLAYTON; DUPLICITY; THE GREAT WALL; HOUSE OF CARDS)

Gina Gionfriddo (LAW & ORDER; HOUSE OF CARDS; THE ALIENIST)

Max Gladstone (THE WIZARD AND THE RENT)

Tony Glazer (BIG DOGS; DEAD SOUND; JUNCTION)
Allison Glock (THE BLACKLIST)
Myron Goble (DOWN IN THE DELTA)
Cailin Goldberg-Meehan (SOPHIE'S BAD DAY)
Matt Goldich (LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)
Wendy Goldman (FAKING IT; TWINS; A SIDE ORDER OF LIFE; ROOM FOR TWO)
Zachary Goldsborough (THE ONION)
Joshua Gondelman (DESUS & MERO; LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER)
Joe Gonzalez (BOSCH)
Shelly Gossman (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE; SULLIVAN & SON; RAISING HOPE; CHICAGO RATS)
Heywood Gould (THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL; COCKTAIL; TRIAL BY JURY)
Max Grater (SHARP TV)
Joshua Green (VOX MEDIA)
Gregory Greenberg (DENNIS MILLER LIVE; THE CHRIS ROCK SHOW)
Brian Greene (VICE)
Paul Griner (FOLLOW ME)
Eli Grober (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON)
Gabriel Gronli (THE COLBERT REPORT; THE LATE SHOW WITH STEPHEN COLBERT)
Tian Jun Gu (HOUSE OF CARDS)
Robert Guerrera (VOX MEDIA)
Elissa Guest (TRUE CONFESSIONS; ROOTS & WINGS)
Ed Gullo (GOOD MORNING AMERICA)
Dina Gusovsky (LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)
Hannah Hafey (POPULAR)
George Hagen (THEATRE OF BLOOD; THE PROMOTION)
Sheila Hairston (NOVA; FRONTLINE)
Kate Hall (ALL MY CHILDREN; THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS; GENERAL HOSPITAL)

Katori Hall (THE GIRL NEXT DOOR; LEGENDS; THE VINEYARD; P-VALLEY)

Jack Halsbond (ABC NEWS; CBS NEWS)

Denis Hamill (LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT; THE ASSIGNMENT; UNDEER NEW MANAGEMENT)

Leigh Hampton (HOLLYWOOD GAME NIGHT; IT’S WORTH WHAT?; WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE)

Grace Han (THRILLIST)

David Handelman (THE WEST WING; ONE TREE HILL; THE NEWSROOM; NASHVILLE; ROGUE)

Daniel Hardy (THE ESCAPIST; THE KNIFE MAKERS; TRAVELER)

James Hart (HOOK; CONTACT; TUCK EVERLASTING; SAHARA; THE LAST MIMZY; AUGUST RUSH; CROSSBONES)

Katie Hartman (PAID OFF WITH MICHAEL TORPEY)

Jamey Hatley (BLACK COP, BLACK COP)

Roger Hedden (HI-LIFE; BODIES; REST & MOTION)

Adrianna Hernandez-Stewart (TIME OF DAY MEDIA)

Kathryn Higuchi (WORLDWIDE TELEVISION NEWS)

Alan Hines (THE INTERROGATION OF MICHAEL CROWE)

Brandon Hines (THE HOHENZOLLERN COLLECTION)

Mary HK Choi (PERMANENT RECORD)

Clover Hope (PITCHFORK; VICE; JEZEBEL)

Jeff Howard (OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL; BEFORE I WAKE; GERALD’S GAME)

Christopher Howell (WINS NEWS; ABC NEWS)

Soo Hugh (PACHINKO; THE TERROR; THE WHISPERS)

Courtney Hunt (FROZEN RIVER)

Liz Hynes (LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER)

Janet Iacobuzio (ONE LIFE TO LIVE; DAYS OF OUR LIVES; GENERAL HOSPITAL)
Piero Iberti (THE SINNER)

Nick Ingalls (WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE)

Robert Inman (HOME FIRES BURNING; THE SUMMER OF BEN TYLER; MY SON IS INNOCENT)

Kris Isacsson (HUSBAND FOR HIRE; 2SOM)

Joshua Israel (THINKPROGRESS)

Ari Issler (THE COME UP)

James Ivory (CALL ME BY YOUR NAME; A ROOM WITH A VIEW; THE REMAINS OF THE DAY; HOWARDS END)

Jennifer Jackson (OUR CARTOON PRESIDENT)

Kaitlyn Jakola (G/O MEDIA)

Dianne James (CBS NEWS)

Janelle James (THE RUNDOWN WITH ROBIN THEDE)

Sue Johnson (ALL MY CHILDREN)

Dru Johnston (THE CHRIS GETHARD SHOW)

Kit Jones

Lisa Jones (DISAPPEARING ACTS; THE WEDDING)

Peter Jones (HALL PASS; THE LEISURE CLASS)

Chester Jones III (HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE; IRREVERSIBLE)

Khadia Jonjo (WABC)

Hillary Jordan (WHEN SHE WOKE)

Mitra Jouhari (HIGH MAINTENANCE; BIG MOUTH; THREE BUSY DEBRAS)

Will Julian (THAT'S MY BUS)

Barry Julien (THE COLBERT REPORT; THE LATE SHOW WITH STEPHEN COLBERT)

Miles Kahn (FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE)

Elliott Kalan (THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART; MST3K; THE FAKE NEWS WITH TED NELMS)
Ben Kalina (CAN WE COOL THE PLANET; NOVA; 2020)

John Kalish (THE STEPHANIE MILLER SHOW)

Michael Karnell (LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)

Nicole Kassell (PRODIGAL SUMMER)

Michael Kassin (THE MASTERS)

MJ Kaufman (THE CHILLING ADVENTURES OF SABRINA)

David Keller (CBS SPORTS)

Casper Kelly (YOUR PRETTY FACE IS GOING TO HELL)

Shawn Kennedy (CHILD SUPPORT; $100,000 PYRAMID)

William Kennedy (IRONWEED; THE COTTON CLUB)

Daniel Kibblesmith (THE LATE SHOW WITH STEPHEN COLBERT)

Matthew Klam (QUANTICO)

Donald Kleszy (AMERICAN EXPERIENCE)

Adam Kline (ARTEMIS FOWL)

Brady Klopfer (VOX MEDIA)

John Knefel (THE PRESIDENT SHOW)

Stephen Konowitz (CBSN)

Beverly Kopf (THE VIEW)

Adam Koplan (1001 NIGHTS)

Mark Kramer (LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER)

Oliver Kramer (THIS IS PLEASURE)

Barbara Krasnoff (VOX MEDIA)

Anita Krichmar (ABC NEWS)

Christopher Kyle (ALEXANDER; K-19: THE WIDOWMAKER; SERENA)

Scott Landes (WORKAHOLICS; MONEY FROM STRANGERS; MA)

Rickey Larke (GROWNISH)
Shana Larsen (200 CIGARETTES)

Marilyn Larson

Michael Laskasky (ESPN)

Victor LaValle (THE BALLAD OF BLACK TOM; THE CHANGELING; LONE WOMEN)

Melissa Lawrenz (THE ONION)

Jack Lechner (MILLION SECOND QUIZ)

Carly Ledbetter (HUFFPOST)

Joanne Lediger (CBS NEWS)

Avery Lee (NBC COMEDY PLAYGROUND)

Cinque Lee (SHE'S GOTA HAVE IT)

Gail Lee (CBS NEWS)

Jonathan Lee (DELOCATED; THE HEART/SHE HOLLER; JON GLASER LOVES GEAR; NEON JOE, WEREWOLF HUNTER)

Barry Leibowitz (CBS NEWS; NBCS NEWS; RETROREPORT)

Warren Leight (LAW & ORDER: CRIMINAL MIND; LAW & ORDER: CRIMINAL INTENT; LAW & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS UNIT)

Sharon Lennon (ONE LIFE TO LIVE; STARTUP)

Marianne Leone (WITH/IN)

Jeremy Levick (TOONING OUT THE NEWS)

Jacqueline Levine (LION TV)

Robert Lieber (CBSN)

Zoe Lipner (CBSN)

Geoff Loftus (TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE)

Billy Lopez (I LOVE YOU)

Kristy Lopez-Bernal (THE DETOUR)

Adam Lowitt (THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART; THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH; WHO IS AMERICA)
Wendy Lu (HUFFPOST)

Lisa Lutz (THE DEUCE)

Nan Lyons

Eduardo Machado (HUNG; MAGIC CITY; HAVANA RED)

Wendy MacLeod (POPULAR)

Beth Macy (DOPESICK)

Doug Magee (BEYOND THE CALL; THE CONVICTION OF KITTY DODDS; SOMEBODY HAS TO SHOOT THE PICTURE)

George Malko (DOGS OF WAR; TIDAL WAVE; THE WOLF DOG)

Sofia Manfredi (PATRIOT ACT WITH HASAN MINHAJ)

Jennifer Marck Moran

Michael Maren (SHRIVER; A SHORT HISTORY OF DECAY)

James Marino (THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH)

Julie Martin (LA LAW; HOMICIDE; KINGS; LAW & ORDER)

Lynn Martin (THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS; AS THE WORLD TURNS)

Sharon Mashihi (MERMAID PALACE)

Timothy Mason (WORK IN PROGRESS)

Jonathan Mastro (VIPER CLUB)

Patricia Matthews (CBS NEWS)

Thomas Matthews (MAD CITY)

Joseph Mazzarino (SESAME STREET; JULIE’S GREEN ROOM)

Sue McCann (WBBM)

Diana McCorry (LONG DISTANCE)

Juliet McDaniel (QWERTY)

Alison McDonald (ROOTS)

John McDonald (CBS NEWS; NOVA)
Katie McDonough (THE NEW REPUBLIC)
Abby McEnany (WORK IN PROGRESS)
Adam McKay (VICE; THE BIG SHORT; ANT-MAN; GET HARD)
David McMahon (CENTRAL PARK FIVE)
Michele McPhee (CITY ON A HILL)
Lauren Means (THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART; THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH)
Bill Mernit (SANTA BARBARA; GENERAL HOSPITAL; GUIDING LIGHT)
David Mettler (BROKEN; ROTTEN; DISAPPEARED)
Arthur Meyer (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON; THE ONION NEWS NETWORK; 74TH GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS)
Christine Meyer (CBS TV)
Henry Miller (ANAMORPH; SILVER OR LEAD; FISTFUL OF DOLLARS)
Susan Miller (ANYONE BUT ME; BESTSELLERS)
Lauren Minnerath (RED EARTH)
Melanie Mintz (STUCK ON YOU; KNOTS LANDING)
Shereen Mohammad (WMMB NEWSRADIO)
Marjie Mohtashemi (WCBS; WNYW; WABC)
Christopher Momenee (WILLIAM & CATHERINE: A ROYAL ROMANCE; SENIOR MOMENT)
Maureen Monahan (EDEN)
Timothy Moran (FETCH)
Bobby Moresco (EZ STREETS; CRASH; THE BLACK DONELLYS; 100 CODEE)
Ian Morgan (LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)
Jon Morgenthau (WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE)
John Mulholland (JUSTICE BE DEONE)
Lynda Myles (SANTA BARBARA; GENERAL HOSPITAL; GUIDING LIGHT)
Gary Nadeau (THE JENNIE PROJECT)
Nick Nadel (BLIND DATE; HACK MY LIFE)

Aparna Nancherla (TOTALLY BIASED WITH KAMAU BELL; LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS)

Christine Nangle (THE SIMPSONS; SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE; INSIDE AMY SCHUMER)

Dustin Nelson (THRILLIST)

Allan Neuwirth (BIG BAG; BETWEEN THE LIONS)

Derek Nguyen (HOUSEMAID)

Leslie Nipkow (AS THE WORLD TURNS; ONE LIFE TO LIVE)

Hamilton Nolan (WGA EAST COUNCIL)

Sarah Nolen (THE AMERICANS)

Timothy Nye (KOOLHAUS)

Mark O’Connell (STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE)

Rory O’Connor (FRONTLINE)

Suzanne O’Malley (LAW & ORDER)

Karen O’Connor (FRONTLINE)

Clare O’Kane (SHRILL)

Mark Obenhaus (STEEP; THE AGE OF AEROSPACE)

Leizel Olegario (SHARP TV)

Isaac Oliver (GLOW; HIGH MAINTENANCE)

Kofi Oliver (BLACK INK CREW; CHICAGO; LOVE & HIP HOP: ATLANTA; MY 600 POUND LIFE: WHERE ARE THEY NOW)

Mark Olshaker (NOVA)

Joseph Opio (THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH)

Eric Orr (CHAAAW)

Hawk Ostby (CHILDREN OF MEN; IRON MAN; ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN)

Mauricio Ovalle (SHOOTING STAR; HERO; CUFFS & SHIELD)

Kelly Oxford (BUSY TONIGHT; PINK SKIES AHEAD)
Juliet Packer (DAYS OF OUR LIVES)
James Palmquist (NOVA)
Zhubin Parang (THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH)
David Pasquesi (SPECIAL SKILLS; FACTORY; EXIT 57)
Josh Patten (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE)
Josh Payne (DAMAGES)
Naima Pearce (TOONING OUT THE NEWS)
Daniel Pearle (A KID LIKE JAKE; MINYAN; AMERICAN CRIME STORY)
Andres Perez-Duarte (FOREVER EVEN LONGER)
Elaine Perkins (KNX RADIO)
Camille Perri (THE ASSISTANTS)
Adele Peters (FAST COMPANY)
Ben Philippe (ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING)
Arthur Phillips (BLOODLINE; DAMAGES)
Bill Phillips (SUMMER SOLSTICE; CHRISTINE; RISING SON)
Harrison Phillos (WNYW)
Vincent Piazza (A CONSTELLATION OF VITAL PHENOMENA)
Jeremy Pikser (BULWORTH; WAR, INC)
Philip Pilato (1010 WINS)
Paolo Pilladi (CRABS IN A BUCKET)
Tim Pinckney (HALSTON)
Luke Poling
Vicki Polon (GIRLFRIENDS; MR. WONDERFUL; DEADLY MEDICINE)
Andre Poulin (PBS WNET 13)
Robert Powers (OUR CARTOON PRESIDENT; TOONING OUT THE NEWS; TRIUMPH ELECTION SPECIAL 2016)
Robert Pulcini (AMERICAN SPLENDOR; THE NANNY DIARIES; THE EXTRA MAN)

Christina Quintana (THE BAKER AND THE BEAUTY)

Chloe Radcliffe (THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON)
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